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PART A – POLICY STATEMENT
1.

In line with the recommendations in the “Well-maintained Highways” Code of Practice
for Highway Maintenance Management, issued in July 2005 by the UK Roads Board –
Road Liaison Group, it is proposed to carry out safety inspections of Highways within
the Wakefield Metropolitan District area.

2.

The paramount concern in implementing this regime of highway inspections is public
safety and the adoption of best practice within the resources available.

3.

Sections 8.8, 8.9, and 8.10 of the Code of Practice define the descriptions for the
categorising of carriageways, footways and cycleways.

4.

All carriageways; footways and cycleways have been allocated a category and
reference.

5.

An annual review of these allocations will be undertaken, and changes, having
regarded to traffic flows, risk assessment and the role of a particular section of
carriageway, footway and cycleway, will be made.

6.

Section 9.4 of this code defines the procedure for safety inspections, and 9.4.9 shows a
table of frequency requirements set against hierarchy of roads, footways and
cycleways; these are shown below: Feature

Category

Reference

Frequency

2

1 Month

Main Distributor

3(a)

1 Month

Secondary Distributor

3(b)

1 Month

Link Road

4(a)

3 Months

Local Access

4(b)

1 Year

Reference

Frequency

Strategic
Roads
(Carriageways)

Feature

Category
Prestige Area

Footways

Cycleways
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1(a)

1 Month

Primary Walking Route

1

1 Month

Secondary Walking Route

2

3 Months

Link Footway

3

6 Months

Local Access Footway

4

1 Year

Part of Carriageway

A

As for
Road

Remote from Carriageway

B

6 Months

Cycle Tracks

C

1 Year
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7.

These frequencies are to be adopted by the Wakefield M.D.C. except those shown in 9
below.

8.

Not Used

9.

Part D of this document, the risk register, indicates the intervention criteria for those
defects that are the most common subject of claims against this Authority. All claims
will be recorded, and an annual review will be undertaken to consider all defects and
intervention levels.

10. Section 9.5 of the Code of Practice defines the principles for undertaking taking risk
assessments. It recommends that a defect risk assessment system should now be
used as part of any rigorous highway safety inspection system. This requires that the
significance of the risk associated with each defect be evaluated by assessing the likely
impact should the risk of an accident occur and the probability of it actually happening.
These two factors, ‘impact’ and ‘probability’ are dependent on the each defects location
within the highway. In order to quantify this risk these two elements are scored, the
product of which provides a risk factor for each defect type. This risk factor identifies
the seriousness of the risk and determines which category of response should be
allocated to rectify the defect. The authorities defect risk factors have been correlated
in to a Defect Risk Register (Part D) and allocated a suitable response category from 1
to 4 by using the Code of Practices risk matrix (Section 9.5.9 - Table 5).
11. Defect definitions as in the Code of Practice (section 9.4.18), are of two categories,
these being: • Category 1 – Those that require prompt attention because they represent an
immediate or imminent hazard or because there is a risk of short-term structural
deterioration.
• Category 2 – All other defects.
As part of the risk management system the Authority has adopted two additional
categories of its own for lower priority defects, these being Category 3 and 4, as
defined in Part C of this document.
12. Category 1 treatments to, or as a result of, apparatus not the responsibility of the
Highways Authority, will be carried out in the interest of public safety, but in no way will
relieve the owners of that apparatus from their statutory duty and common law duty to
maintain their apparatus.
13. Wakefield M.D.C. are adopting, in principle, the recommendations within the revised
Code of Practice (July 2005) in respect of risk management, treatment and response to
the defect categories.
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14. It is intended that the second revision to the policy document for highway safety
inspections will commence on 31 March 2006
Revisions:
I. Rev. 1 – Original Document
II. Rev. 2 – New code of Practice

Version 2

31 March 2003
31 March 2006
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PART B – METHOD FOR CARRYING OUT SAFETY SURVEYS
General Principals
1. All Classified carriageway surveys will be generally carried out by the use of a vehicle,
and all two way carriageways will be surveyed in both directions to ensure full coverage,
as well as those Unclassified carriageways of 7.3m, or more, and which have a hierarchy
3B and above.
2. Unclassified carriageway surveys of less than 7.3m width or of a hierarchy of less than
3B can be surveyed in one direction only.
3. Footway surveys will be generally carried out on foot.
4. Cycleway surveys will be generally carried out on foot.
5. When a safety survey is carried out on foot to a footway which has an adjacent feature
(carriageway and/or cycleway) then that adjacent feature will also have its safety survey
carried out on foot.
6. When a safety survey is carried out on foot to a cycleway which has an adjacent feature
(carriageway and/or footway) then that adjacent feature will also have its safety survey
carried out on foot.
7. Driven surveys will be undertaken by two persons, the passenger has the main
responsibility for identifying defects, although the driver will identify defects that he
observes. The main responsibility of the driver is to drive safely, with a target speed of
20mph in areas of high traffic movement and 30mph elsewhere.
8. Officer(s) on observing a defect on driven surveys will ensure that the vehicle is stopped
at a safe location. The officer(s) will leave the vehicle to examine the defect, measure it,
mark it and record the defect if the defect meets the intervention criteria (see Part D –
intervention criteria). Officer(s) upon leaving their vehicle will wear reflective clothing in
accordance with the latest safety regulations.
9. All vehicles used for carrying out Safety surveys will have twin, high intensity amber
lights attached to their roofs with the word SURVEY, in white, on the light case.
10. The officers carrying out the Safety surveys shall have a hand held data capture device,
a steel tape, a means to mark the highway, a 1m straight edge and a mobile phone. In
the event of an equipment failure (hand held data capture device or mobile phone),
defects will be recorded on paper for later input into the system, or the defects rung in
using a public telephone.
11. Officers carrying out Safety surveys on foot will ensure that areas under parked vehicles
are inspected.
12. In the event of inclement weather (e.g. lying snow, fog, snow, torrential rain) safety
surveys will not be carried out. The safety surveys will be recommenced as soon as the
weather improves.
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13. When standing water, or lying leaves, makes the identification of a possible defect
impracticable, the location will be noted and a re inspected as soon as more suitable
conditions prevail.
14. In the event of any survey route not being fully completed (for any reason), the sections
not inspected shall be marked “NOT ASSESSED”, and inspected as soon as is practical.
15. If during a safety inspection a potentially hazardous street lighting faults is identified it
should be phoned through to the Street Lighting team immediately. Faults that can be
hazardous include:
•
Missing doors from columns,
•
Severely leaning columns,
•
Rocking columns,
•
Hanging lanterns and lantern bowls.
16. During a safety inspection category 1 defects may be identified which are not the
responsibility of the Authority to repair. Where such a defect relates to Statutory
Undertakers apparatus in the highway, it should be reported to the relevant Undertaker,
see Part G for a list of the relevant contacts. However, this does not relieve the Authority
of its duty of care to highway users and if necessary the appropriate temporary
measures should be taken to protect the public.
17. Where a defect has been identified which is not the responsibility of the Council or
Statutory Undertakers to repair, the Inspection Officer will make every effort to identify
the person(s) responsible for the defect and draw their attention to both the defect and
their responsibilities. If necessary the appropriate temporary action should be taken to
protect the public
Any such defect identified where the person(s) responsible is unknown shall be recorded
and the action taken to make the defect safe. Follow up investigations shall then be
undertaken to identify the responsible party.
18. If during an inspection an officer identifies an Undertakers trench or ironwork which is
low or dangerous in the highway, it should be reported to the authorities RASWA
Section, as all trench reinstatements carried out by a Statutory Undertaker are
guaranteed for 2 years. To assist in identifying such defects a copy of the RASWA
Intervention Levels are appended to this document (Part F). However the RASWA
intervention levels do not supersede the Authorities own defect categories and response
times. These actions do not relieve the Authority of its duty of care to highway users and
where necessary the appropriate temporary measures should be taken to protect the
public.
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PART C – RESPONSE TIME FOR DEFECT CATEGORIES
Category 1 – A defect that exceeds the intervention levels as shown in Part D, requiring
to be made safe, repaired or referred to external bodies within 24 hours.
Those defects that have been actioned and are referred for further inspection, will be
inspected by an appropriate officer as soon as is practicably possible, for further action to
be determined and acted upon as required.
Category 2 – A defect that is lower than the Category 1 intervention level, but exceeds
the lower intervention level as set out in Part D, shall be repaired, referred within the
Authority for further action required, or referred to external bodies, within 7 calendar days.
Those defects that have had action taken, and are referred for further inspection, will be
inspected by an appropriate officer as soon as is practicably possible, for further action to
be determined and acted upon as required.
Category 3 – This category is used at the discretion of the inspecting officer, for works
that require completing within 28 days.
Category 4 – This category can be used to identify locations that require further
monitoring. The category is primarily to be used at locations where planned maintenance
works are to be implemented, usually within 3 months of issue, subject to the availability
of resources. This category is used primarily to assist the works teams or contractor with
programmes.
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PART D – RISK ASSESSMENTS & THE DEFECT RISK REGISTER
1. Intervention levels to enable recorded defects to be categorised have been set using the
Code of Practices Risk Matrix (Section 9.5.9 – Table 5), see the attached Defect Risk
Register.

Adobe Acrobat
Document

General Information
1. All feature defects and intervention criteria will be reviewed annually, but in exceptional
circumstances, additions and alterations may be made to this document. In the event of
this occurring, details of any additions and alteration, including the date for
implementation, will be attached to this document and recorded in the revisions list (Part
A).
2. This is the approved Policy Document for Highway Safety Inspections for the City of
Wakefield Metropolitan District Council as of 31 March 2006 and supersedes all previous
highway safety inspection policy documents.
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PART E – INTERPRETATION OF THE FOOTWAY
HIERARCHY’S AS DEFINED IN - CODE OF PRACTICE FOR
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE – JULY 2005
Guidance Criteria for Footway Hierarchy
1(a)

Prestige Walking Zone
Pedestrian Areas in Town Centres

1

Primary Walking Route
Main railway Stations to Main Bus Terminus
Main Railway/Bus Stations to Pedestrian Areas
Main Railway/Bus Stations to Main Civic Buildings
Main Walking Routes in Town Centres

2

Secondary Walking Route
Safe Routes to School/Hospitals
Elderly persons’ homes and care centres
Local Shopping Areas of 6 or more shops
Schools footways outside entrance(s)
Library’s footways outside entrance(s)
Local Government Offices that have significant access by the public (i.e. Housing)
footways outside entrance(s)
Cinema’s footways outside entrance(s)
Leisure Centres footways outside entrance(s)
Parks (Class A) footways outside entrance(s)
Hospital footways outside entrance(s)
Railway Station’s to nearest bus stops.

3

Link Footways
All roads which have a Published bus route in urban areas which have an adjacent
footway shall have a hierarchy of at least ‘Link’ Footway hierarchy 3.
All footways that link areas of higher class footways or are main footway routes.

4

Local Access Footways
All other footways, Including rural roads that have a Published bus route with adjacent
footways

Note
The above is for guidance, if there is any doubt as to footways hierarchy, then the Asset
Management Team should be contacted in order for an assessment to be carried out to
determine the correct hierarchy for each footpath or section of footpath concerned.
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PART F – HAUC INTERVENTION LEVELS FOR STATUTORY
UNDERTAKERS REINSTATEMENTS
General Information
1.

All Statutory Undertaker (Water, Gas, Electricity etc.) works in the highway are
covered by the New Road and Street Works Act 1991. The quality or specification of
the reinstatements resulting from their works is detailed in the HAUC document
“Specification for the Reinstatement of Openings in the Highway”. An extract from
Section “S2.2 – Surface Profile” pages 24 to 28 of the HAUC document is appended
to this part of the document. This section of the document details the tolerances or
intervention levels for edge and surface depressions on trench reinstatements.

2.

All statutory undertakers’ reinstatements are guaranteed for a period of 2 years.
During this period if a reinstatement fails the tolerances in the HAUC specification it
should be reported immediately to the Wakefield’s RASWA Section, see Part G for
contact information.

3.

Where a defect in a reinstatement is found and the inspecting officer is unsure of the
age of the reinstatement, they should always contact the RASWA Section for
clarification.

4.

It should be noted that even where a reinstatement is within the 2 year guarantee
period, if it fails to comply with the Wakefield’s risk assessments and defect
categories, the Authority still has a duty of care to highway users to take appropriate
temporary measures to protect the public.

5.

It should be noted that the RASWA intervention levels do not supersede the
Authorities own defect categories and response times.
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PART G – CONTACT INFORMATION
Telephone & Fax No.

Contact Name
1.

Tadman Street Depot

 01924
 01924

2.

Fitzwilliam Depot

 01924 722200
 01924 722204

3.

Street Lighting (AMEY)

 0800 783 1654

(E-mail: wakefield.streetlighting@amey.co.uk)
4.

Arboricultural Officer (Trees)

5.

RASWA Office

 01924 304925

 01924 306483
 01924 306310

Statutory Undertakers
6. British Gas

 01132908000


7.

British Telecom

 0800800865
 01332 578650

8.

Cable and Wireless


 0113 229 2640

9.

Colt


 0207 390 3730

10.

Easynet


 01753 714190

11.

Energis


 01322 295247

12.

HNS186K

 0161 255 6797
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Contact Name
13.

Telephone & Fax No.

Kingston Infrastructure


 01924 882845

14.

National Grid


 0121 730 4005

15.

NTL


 01642 642611

16.

Telewest

 01274828282
 0121 694 2345

17.

Transco


 0113 2044648

18.

Yorkshire Electricity

 08000733000


19.

YEDL - Kevin Smithey


 0113 227 4999

20.

Yorkshire Water Clean

 08451242424
 01274 802177

21.

Yorkshire Water Foul

 08451242429
 01274 372986
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